
Coming in Carlson 2010
I’m not privy to the “official” list of coming updates, but I
can  share  a  few  things  that  I  know  will  be  in  the  next
release.  Most  of  these  come  from  “wishlist”  items  I  have
submitted on behalf of my clients.

The folks at Carlson are welcome to add their 2-cents in the
Comments of this post or on Direct From Carlson.

Option  for  placing  building  footprint  a  distance  off  the
building setback line.

Currently,  the  LotNet  command  places  the  building  footprint
exactly on the midpoint of the building setback line. We heard
the request several times to have the option of placing the
footprint some distance behind the setback line. It will be in
the 2010 release.

C & G Survey

Instead of having two separate survey programs, Carlson will be
incorporating C & G as a separate set of menus in Carlson Survey
in 2010.

Basic IntelliCAD Menu

If you’re running Carlson on top of an AutoCAD-based program,
you have an icon or menu option to switch over to an AutoCAD
menu that has basic Draw commands such as line, pline and text
and basic Modify commands such as copy, explode and pedit.
Although it’s not easy to get to right now, IntelliCAD has
a similar set of menus and toolbars. Carlson 2010  stand-alone
with IntelliCAD will have a menu item and toolbar icon allowing
you to easily switch over to the IntelliCAD menus and then back
again to the Carlson menus.

https://thatcadgirl.com/2009/04/coming-in-carlson-2010/


Lookup table of curb slopes for super-elevation transitioning

This new feature will handle curb transitions like those shown
in this NC DOT detail drawing.

Originally posted on Carlson Connection by Jennifer Dibona

IntelliCAD Update for Carlson
Products – 2/2/2009
 The most recent IntelliCAD Update for Carlson can be found
here:

http://update.carlsonsw.com/entov/c2009_icad_post65_install.exe

From Carlson:

It  contains  the  fixes  based  on  user  input  and  crash
submissions  since  we  released  6.5.

In particular, the following features and crashes has been
addressed or at least a fix has been attempted:

 

1) Crash on mouse move
2) Crash on save (during exit?)
3) Another update to image engine to correct problems in the
last update
4) Crash during printing or redraw after real time zoom
5) Numerous “small” crashes
6) Crashes during drawing opening or saving
7) Right click menu is added for entity modifications ( this

http://jdibonawptest.files.wordpress.com/2009/04/nc_dot_curbs1.pdf
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http://update.carlsonsw.com/entov/c2009_icad_post65_install.exe


requires menu reload and will reset the menus and toolbars).
To reload the menu, type MENU and select icadbase.mnu file.
8) Slow autosave/save has been addressed or at least improved.
9) Font mapping problems have been addressed

In case if this patch makes matters worse for you, the older
patch  is  available  here:
http://update.carlsonsw.com/entov/c2009_icad_6_6_17_41_install
.exe . Simply run it to restore to the last version.
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